Chapter 6 Section 5: The End of an Era

Challenges to Napoleon’s Empire
- The ideas of the __________________________ were spread across Europe by the French armies.

Impact of Nationalism:
- What were some of the things that the other Europeans resented?

- __________________________ unleashed revolts against France.

Resistance in Spain:
- Who replaced the King of Spain in 1808?

- How did the French forces respond to when the Spanish resisted?

- What was Guerilla Warfare?
War With Austria:
  - What did Austria surrender to France in 1805?

Defeat in Russia:
  - What were some of the issues that led the Czar to withdraw Russia from the Continental System?

  - In 1812 more than ____________________ soldiers invaded Russia.

  - What was the effect of the “scorched earth” policy on the French soldiers?

  - What were two of the things that the French Soldiers were fighting against on their way home?

Downfall of Napoleon
  - Which countries defeated France in the Battle of the Nations at Leipzig?